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1. Attached is a revised operating propos, budget and set of
administrative procedures (tabs A through?) for the Committee far
a Free Asia. I am also enclosing a copy of the former operating
program. The on4 change of thy substance is with reepect to Radio
Free Asia. Tour attention is invited to the feet that the former
operating cam and the attachments were approved by ADPC's offices
and by TC,	 3* for DO, with a netatiosto the effect that
certain budget items might be subject to later review.

2. The revised operating plan has been reviewed by the p

of 2tate whioh over a period of time has made suggestions width has

„...4 been incorporated into the rovised plan, and has aporred the revised
plan in principle (copy of smoorandwa of approval is attached). It
has not been cleared with the Area Division of stets, which has had
the plea for a month end a half. I an told by Sob Jaynes however,
that he moots thin aprovelidal be forthosaing. I feel it is
important to get started and so I we seat% it to you for apprtaral.
In doing so yen niiht mho the proviso that amy augkestiene the area

Peak of Aida makes will be carefuny confiders&

3. Despite the specific clearance from State, in my meetings
with Devine I have been told informafly that this clearance should
not be construed as liaitdng any decision to be made by the ad
joint CIA-State group which is considering our relations witEro

111111144eSram edi:sthas tie
meetings 

that tf:stf the things' shin 117 the
Itritteched operating progress, already up proved by Barrett, can be done
equally as well by the State Departeent. I have myeelf taken the
view that lime they are worth doing and the State Department con-
siders thap worth doing, there is no harm in blanketing the target
area and that in se doing we furnish cover for other operations
which the Committee can do and which cannot be done by itate.

4. We hope that the Committee will serve two purposes' (1)
an instrueent of pathological warfare through mane listed in the
attached operating report; (2) a vehicle for covert operations. I
am also attaching a brief memorandum from the Chief, lel„ indicat-
ing the importance which he attaches to the latter function.

YftL4BBIF1ED AND RELEASED BY
CENTRAL IN TELLIGENCE ABENCY
IQURCE PIWODSEXEMPT ION 3928
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S. I hope you will approve the operating program no that
the staff of the Committoe can get under way. If the joint
ad	 CIA-State group should decide as a matter of policy to
iiksiihsis.in the plan, or even to abolish the Cessoitte
altogether, it will hove to come i.e a separato decision on a
policy level. In view of the P Areas approval of the operating
progreo as it now stesxte, that possibility sbasld not be a
limiting factor on your present decision.

Chief /plias:national Orgithations Branch

)bcflashiest*,
Distribution
Addressee 1
*mister - 2
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CFA is an instrumentality of OPC for the conduct of PW, including

political warfare, and for providing cover for OPC covert activities.

The general objectives are, through PW, to eta the tide of Connuniast

in Asia and to roll it back byt

a. IheaUraging native leadership friendly to the U. S.; and to

deny such leadership, including prefeesional miasma and other assets,

to the Chmaunists.

b. lkwoureging the development of orgenilleidons (political,

youth, women's, labor, religious etc.) whose goals are consistent with

U. S. objectives.

c. Developing situations overtly tot may be exploited by

OPC covertly.

2. OuidinerinsiAlle 

a. Although initdel ly it will not be possible, CFA Should work

toward removing the U. S. label - private and public from its opera-

tions and take on an Asian coloration.

b. CFA activities, including RFA, shou3A be decentamlised as

far as possible and tandems:I from Son Francisco to Asian Gauntries.

C. CFA Should operate as far as possible through local groups

Gomprised of selected Asian leaders.

d. CFA should generally not undertake activities of the kind

presently carried an or planned by [Las or other official overt U. S.
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agencies. The type of activities o.thin the cogniesnee of USI3 are

set forth in Appended I. However, there may be sous onesions in

which CFA can either take a more strident line or slant material of

the type norae l y produced by MIS in * way tab would not be appro-

priate to USU. However, the USIs line has toughened and this area

in which CFA Gen operate and in *tido USIS gannet has narrowed. There

may also be certain activities of the type set faith in Appendix 1,

which ark may be able to undertake in certain areas Men eppropriately

than UsIS. Through close coordination in the field and in Washington,

these may be spelled out and non-duplication insured.

Manna

RFA should be guided by the general polite set forth above.

More speeilisellyo

1. RYA should phase out broadcasts which beer the U. S. label

from San Francisco. RFA should be the voice of Asia.

2. RYA should generally avoid the kind of program which VOA

broadcasts and for which the U. S. GOVIIS011t can accept responsibility

(in this regard then are few restrictions to be placed on vu as

resonate the toughness of its anti.Omeasclst line).

3. Operations should be transferred to Asia and deeentralised

as far as possible els that broadcasts can be made under the sponsorship

of load groups through local stations, as near as possible to the

target audience. Broadcasts thould be made via medium wave where

possible.

SECRET
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b. fhample of the kinds of activities teach can be undertaken

by RFA and which cannot be apptcpriately handled by VOA are'

a. Broadcasts designed to influence politioal elestions.

b. Broadcasts aimed at assisting specific local labor,

youth, teachers, women or other groups, whose goals are consistent

with law-range U. R. interosts.

c. Influencing the development of leadership by giving

hamming to selected leaders and withholding it from others.

d. Openly encouraging the subversion of the Chinese Communist

Government.

e. Tea stands against specific pesecns and specific groups,

the corruption of a Tony 4uirino; the leaders of Comunist.dominsted

f. Act as a transmitter of black "plants" and "twisted"

stories, under specifically defined controls.

g. Ruccurege debates and discussions, loaded as required.

5. It is recognised that news such as that provided by PANS and

features such as than already broadcast directly by EPA ramie Japer-

tent aspects of a grey psychological warfare program as well as eadienos-

gaining assets. BPS will tallow the general principle, however, of

furnishing such news and features to local groups for their use rather

than for direct production under the RFA label.

It is considered that the development of a strictly Asian commer-

cial newsgathering organisation, specialising in local news and not

cooingly subsidised by a U. 5. instrumentality, is advantageous to

the U. S. Oovernment as a whole as well as to the over-all objectives

and activities of the Committee.

oc_CRL1
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3. Targets end Prioritises 

The targets to which CFA should address itself are in order of

priority:

su The overseas Clines° (including these in the U. 5.) with

particular effort directed at:

(1)Developing loaders friendly to the United States to

would be able to anstunioate with mod ultimately influence other

Chinese overseas and an the china mainland.

(2)Denying leaders, professional p.namel snd other key

personnel to the Communists.

(3) Assisting where possible in the rescue and relocation

of key Chinese to are presently home/ems end itterving.

(4) Developing personnel who could be trained for intelli-

gence dutioss or stay-behind or other covert missions in time of war.

b. China.

o. Korea.

d. Duna.

e. Thailand.

S. Indo-China.

g. Malaya and Indonesia.

h. Japan.

i. The ihilippines.

j.

Targets and priorities within each mean are set forth in

country annexes presently in preparation.
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In order to insure that CFA objeatives are owasistant with

national objectives end to inseam non-duplication of USIs end other

similar activities in the field, close coordination between State,

OPC and CM is sesmatial. Adequate arrangements =Let for coordina-

tion between State and OPC at the Wanbziton level. Meenimny for

field °margination will be worked out as the progrna develops.

Equally important is the need for close coordination between CIA

and GPO aettrities in the field to insure nonscospromiss of GPO

°overtoperations and to define fields of activity for CFA and GPO.

An initial statement of OPO-CPW relationships is set forth as

Appendix U.
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*	 Listed below are examples of activities undertaken by the
Department of State and/or EGA. Nornally the amputation of swab
activities with the U. s. governatent is either acknowledged or, if
not, the assoalation if it Moms knows would not embsurreas the
U. S. gem:Emma or discredit the activity.

a. The Voice of America tanademt.

b. Contacts for purchase of published autterials far ant
distribution Amid, including subseriptions to sesaamines, purobase
of additional copies of books, pamphlets or other printed material
prepared by foreign organisations, publishing houses, trade unions,
etcetera«

C. (ate-acts for dissemination of information materials
such as posters, pamphlets, or leaflets, motion pietan fibas, still
photos, exhibits, et cetera.

d. Contrasts with publishers, motion Suture producers, and
other producers of information media der production of materials for
tersign distribution.

se Direct production said dissemination of material which
ney be attributed to the United :nate. Government, without serious
sebarreemeent or produced and/ordi...Wastedwithout attribution
to say mares.

* Extracted from USIs publication dated November	 1951, Subjects USIS
Wad Indigenous Operations.
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OPO4-Qii kelationehiel

CFA activities and its relationships with individuals and
organisation* in Asia will masa be open, admitted and attribut-
able except under those circuestanose where the oxsperation of muds
individuals and organisatiens is oanditoned upon a monfidential
relationship or where open mmpport, at least in the initial phases,
would impels the proposed aortivity.

Chi will, however, introduce no confidential relationship
involving an activity Which is not consistent with its announced
objectives and for which it could not therafbre risk exposure.

crk miy not anon in other toss of ulmedmitine or moonven-
tional neuters without prior specific headquarters approval.

No restrictions will be plowed npon Cra t e overt information-
gathering astivitime. Portain mariations must, however, be placed
on operational upsets of ite program -- political and pgyobological
warfare -- and on confidential activities.

Yield coordination bassi the covert 'tattoo chief and a
witting representative of CFA will be required bath for pompom of
nutual assistsnes and to Avoid impairment of the inert mission by
CFA overt sativity.

CFA will oat, however, be subject, except in stergenoy eituations
to the operational mentrol of the area station Mast In cease of
conflict bean the station chief and the CFA representative, the
1113100 will be resolVed by the CFA *ad OPC at the Oman/marten level.
The views of the station thief, however, are important to the proper
development of CFA operations and should be available to the CFA
field rapsesentatives.

OPC does not take the position that CFA oat tap covert
auraep end in fast amass that both tbe rot niedons and CFA
must largely utilise the use ask within oafs areas. Any
*Moat bY CFA to a covert osatest or group musts aver, be moor-
dinated in advance at the field or Washington level.

The method of field coordination may vary according to local
conditions.

In addition to field coordination (which is moot areas
not be possible until the development of a CFA field staff), arrange-
ments will be worked out for coordination between CFA and oFC at
the Washington level.
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All CFA witting representatives proseeding to the field will
be briefed prior to their departure until further notice at
Washington headquarters or by OFC representatives traveling to san
Francisco.

OPC assumes responsibility for the counter-espionage protaotton
of CFA.

Operations involving the use of CFA as cover for OPC covert
minions will require Washington ',previa.

All communications of a covert nature between a* mad ite field
representatives must presently be transmitted through OPC covert
clumnale. Other communications arrangements will be developed after
further study.
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